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INTRODUCTION
ABSTRACT
As a global online
education platform,
Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOCs) provide
high-quality learning
content. It is a challenging
issue to design a key
course concept for students
with different
backgrounds. Even though
much work concerned with
course concept
extraction in MOOC has
been done, those related
works simply utilize
external knowledge to get
the relatedness of two
different candidate
concepts. Furthermore,
they require the input to
belong to multi-document
and severely rely on seed
sets, in which their model
shows poor performance
when input is a single
document. Addressing
these drawbacks,
we tackle concept
extraction from a single
document using LTWNN,
a novel method Learning
to Weight with Neural
Network for Course
Concept Extraction in
MOOCs. With LTWNN,
we make full use of
external knowledge via
making relatedness
between each candidate
concept and document by
introducing an embeddingbased maximal marginal
relevance(MMR), which
explicitly increases
diversity among selected
concepts. Moreover, we
combine the inner
statistical information and
external knowledge, in
which the neural network
automatically learns to
allocate weight for them.
Experiments on different
course corpus show
that our method
outperforms alternative
methods.

Understanding the overall concept makes it easier to learn the subject and assist in understanding the text for learners. Course
concept extraction is non-trivial and challenging due to three reasons, including the single short context problem, the low-frequency
problem, and the poor diversity of concepts.
To address the above problems, we propose learning to weight using sentence embedding with neural networks for course concept
extraction in this work. The critical aspect of our idea is that it cannot only improve the diversity of extracted course concepts by
introducing external knowledge but also automatically learn to weight to leverage inner statistical information and external expertise.
First, we extract some keyphrases as candidates by the Part-of-speech (POS) rule template, and we introduce external knowledge to
represent each document by sentence embedding model. Then, to improve the diversity of extracted concepts, we introduce the
MMR algorithm and change the formula to fit our task. Next, we combine with the score of MMR and statistical information (i.e.,
PMI), and then our model learns to weight by neural network classifier (e.g., MLP). Finally, in the prediction phase, the MMR score
and PMI score of each candidate concept will be the input of the trained model.
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RESULTS
For the performance on English data, LTWNN outperforms other methods at the K = 5. Moreover, when the K={10,
15}, LTWNN shows similar performance with the state-of-the-art model. For the performance on dataset CSZH,
LTWNN shows apparent robustness and effectiveness over other methods. From the information described in
Table, we know the average number of concepts per document is only 1.86, which indicates that the
phenomenon of low-frequency and poverty of diversity on the dataset is more obvious than others. Thus, the
experiment suggests that LTWNN is effective in solving the problem of low-frequency and poverty of diversity on
a single document.

CONCLUSIONS
The study is aimed at extracting core knowledge for different background students. The content from MOOC
courses is usually rich and complex, which is difficult for students to understand and analyze the knowledge from
a global perspective. Course-related concepts represent the core knowledge, which will help students grasp the
core knowledge. Moreover, constructing educational knowledge graph based on the course concept entity is
helpful for students and teachers, including makes personal education and deep knowledge tracking. In future
work, incorporating other external knowledge such as topic knowledge that classifies course knowledge into
several groups is an available method to further improve the performance of course concept extraction.

